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ACOUSTIC ROOM
DIVIDER

Room Divider
The acoustic roomdivider is a sustainable way of dividing a room
temporarily or permanently. These roomdividers do not only have a
visual function. The acoustic material with a thickness of 40mm, made
of recycled clothing, provides for a pleasant acoustic climate as well.
The combination of dividing a space both visually and acoustically,
either temporarily or permanently, provides for a flexible and optimal
use of a space.

More privacy, less noise

Change upholstery easily
‘‘The acoustic room dividers are very user-friendly. They have
therefore already been erected in various places, and they
are easy to move and quick to slide in place.’’

Customize to your wishes!
The product can be customized to your wishes entirely.
Choose the size, upholstery, frame color and type of
feet yourself. The upholstery can be changed easily.

Choose for an aluminium,
white or black frame

Choose the upholstery
or print yourself and
change it easily if you
want to.

Specifications
specifications
size		
frame		
acoustic
upholstery
base		
position foot

Acoustic
1,4

absorption coefficient w

Acoustic filling on the basis of
recycled textile fiber which is
100% recycable and resistant to molt.
It complies to fire class B / S1 / D0.
Soundabsorption (ISO 354): αw0,95

1,2

voetstellen
custom made
5cm - color: alu | white 9016 | black 9005
recycled clothing class A (0,95 αw)
see our upholstery map
standard | flat | mobile
standard 25cm from the side
standard foot
length: 50cm
width: 6cm
height: 3cm
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mobile foot
length: 50cm
width: 6cm
height: 11cm

flat foot
length: 50cm
width: 6cm
thickness: 0,6cm
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Disclaimer: This document has been composed with the utmost care.
No single thing from this publication may be taken over or multiplied
without explicit and written permission granted by Nyink B.V
Nyink B.V. is not responsible for possible inaccuracies or consequences
of use or abuse of the information in this document.

